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Recombinations are known to disrupt bifurcating tree structure of gene genealogies. Although recently
occurred recombinations are easily detectable by using conventional methods, recombinations may have
occurred at any time. We devised a new method for detecting ancient recombinations through phyloge-
netic network analysis, and detected five ancient recombinations in gibbon ABO blood group genes
[Kitano et al., 2009. Mol. Phylogenet. Evol., 51, 465–471]. We present applications of this method, now
named as ‘‘PNarec’’, to various virus sequences as well as HLA genes.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The good old days of constructing phylogenetic trees from rela-
tively short sequences are over. Reticulated or ‘‘non-tree’’ struc-
tures are omnipresent in genome sequences, and the
construction of phylogenetic networks is now the default for
describing these complex realities. Recombinations (e.g., Kitano
et al., 2009, 2012), gene conversions (e.g., Kitano and Saitou,
1999; Ezawa et al., 2010), and gene fusions (e.g., Tomiki and Saitou,
2004) are biological mechanisms to produce non-tree structures to
gene phylogenies, while gene flow is well known factor for creating
reticulations within population phylogenies.

The human ABO blood group system consists of three major
allelic groups, A, B, and O. The A and B alleles are functional, and
code for different glycosyltransferases, transferring N-acetylgalac-
tosamine and galactose, respectively, to a common precursor gly-
cosyl chain H (Yamamoto et al., 1990). O alleles are
nonfunctional, and the most frequent allele has a point deletion
in exon 6 (Yamamoto, 2000), which induces a frameshift, resulting
in a truncated protein deprived of any glycosyltransferase activity
(Yamamoto et al., 1990). Saitou and collaborators applied the phy-
logenetic network method (Bandelt, 1994; Huson and Bryant,
2006; Kitano, 2012) to nucleotide sequence data of ABO blood
group genes of humans and non-human primates (e.g., Ogasawara
et al., 1996; Saitou and Yamamoto, 1997; Kitano et al., 2000, 2009;
Noda et al., 2000; Roubinet et al., 2004). Kitano et al. (2012) re-
cently discovered that the current A allele was formed by a recom-
bination between B101 and O01 around 200,000 years ago by
conducting a simple sequence analysis involving a phylogenetic
ll rights reserved.
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network construction method proposed by Kitano et al. (2009).
We would like to show the general applicability of this method
for detecting recent and ancient recombinations in this article.

2. Theory

Kitano et al. (2009) developed a new method to infer both the
recent and ancient recombinations through construction of a phy-
logenetic network from extant sequences. Here we explain how to
infer a recombination event from a phylogenetic network using a
schematic model. Fig. 1 shows one recombination at some point
between two parental alleles B and C, which diverged from the
common ancestral sequence A. Two recombinant sequences (D
and E) were produced, and later the three lineages (two parent se-
quence descendant lineages F and G and one recombinant lineage
H derived from recombinant D) survived until the present time,
while the lineage derived from recombinant E became extinct. Se-
quence I, which is outgroup to the rest of all sequences, is also de-
picted in this figure. Italic number denotes the number of
nucleotide differences on each edge. The nucleotide configuration
patterns of imaginary 30 nucleotide sites of these nine sequences
(from A to I) are shown in Table 1. All the states of sequence A
are set to be ‘�‘, and all mutational differences from that sequence
are shown as ‘ + ’. For simplicity, no parallel changes was assumed,
and if + status at some particular nucleotide site is shared with
multiple sequences, this means they are identical by descent.
One parental sequence B and its offspring sequence regions are
underlined to indicate the recombination breakpoint, namely be-
tween sites 15 and 16.

Fig. 2 is a phylogenetic network for the five sequences (A–E)
which do not exist at the present time. The numbers shown along
each edge are nucleotide sites with changes, and those which are
etection of ancient recombinations through phylogenetic network analysis.
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Fig. 1. A schematic view of recombination. A: ancestor, B: parent-1, C: parent-2, D:
recombinant-1, E: recombinant-2, F: parent-1 lineage allele, G: parent-2 lineage
allele, H: recombinant-1 lineage allele, I: outgroup. Italicized numbers designate
numbers of nucleotide substitutions at corresponding branches. A broken line from
sequence E shows that this lineage became extinct.

Table 1
Nucleotide configuration patterns of 9 sequences shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. The phylogenetic network for ancient sequences A–E of Fig. 1 and Table 1.
See text for a detailed explanation.
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identical with parallel edges are not shown. The ancestral sequence
A is located within the rectangle formed by the two parental se-
quences (B and C) and the two recombinant sequences (D and E).
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It is clear that horizontal and vertical edges of the rectangle repre-
sent upstream and downstream nucleotide differences punctuated
by the recombination, respectively. The recombination breakpoint
is expected to be located after position 13 and before position 18 if
we examine positions experienced substitutions. In fact, this esti-
mation is compatible with the real breakpoint between positions
15 and 16 (see Table 1).

The phylogenetic network for the extant four sequences (F–I) is
shown in Fig. 3. Numbers along each edge are nucleotide sites, as
shown in Table 1. The phylogenetic network shown in Fig. 2 is
overlayed with dotted lines. Although there is a rectangle in this
figure, it is clearly smaller than that shown in Fig. 2. Because out-
group sequence I was included in this phylogenetic network, the
location of the ancestral sequence A was determined, and it be-
came one of four apexes of the rectangle. Two parent sequence
descendant lineages (F and G) are located on opposing vertices of
the rectangle with long edges, while the recombinant lineage se-
quence H has a short edge and is located on the vertex opposing
to the outgroup sequence I. One nucleotide difference at site 28
on the edge D–H correctly reproduced one nucleotide substitution
occured after the recombination event (see Fig. 1). In contrast,
edges J–F and K–G contain nucleotide substitutions both before
and after the recombination event. If we consider Fig. 1, nucleotide
substitutions before the recombination are located at edges A–B
and A–C, while those after the recombination are located at edges
B–F and C–G, for edges J–F and K–G of Fig. 3, respectively. This is
why the lengths of edges J–F and K–G are longer than that of D–H.

It should be noted that, unlike nodes A and D, nodes J and K are
not real sequences which once existed in the evolutionary history,
but were created when the phylogenetic network for four extant
sequences F, G, H. and I was constructed. In fact, nodes J and K cor-
respond to unnamed nodes between edges B–D and C–E in Fig. 2,
respectively. If we examine the phylogenetic network in Fig. 1, it
is clear that edges B–D, B–E, C–D, and C–E were created by a
recombination, while the all other edges created by accumulating
mutations. Although they are all edges mathematically, biological
characteristics of these two groups of edges are different. Because
of this nature, now the recombination breakpoint estimate be-
comes after position 10 and before position 21, through examina-
tion of nucleotide positions of substitutions on edges K–D
(corresponding to the upstream region) and J–D (corresponding
to the downstream region). This estimate is inevitably wider than
that (after position 13 and before position 18 when we have the
full recombination rectangle shown in Fig. 2, yet still the true
recombination breakpoint is included in this zone.

The phylogenetic network shown in Fig. 3 suggested a new and
simple method to detect a recombination, either ancient or recent
(Kitano et al., 2009). Three nucleotide sequences (alleles) are sam-
pled from one population, and with a clear outgroup sequence, ide-
ally from the closest different species, a phylogenetic network of
four sequences is constructed. If this quartet sequence network
shares the characteristic shown in Fig. 3, a recombination event
is estimated to happen. Characteristics that should exist in this
case are as follows:

(1) One rectangle should be observed.
(2) Two kinds of edges of the rectangle (horizontal and vertical

ones of Fig. 3) should be dominated by upstream and down-
stream nucleotide sites of the sequence in question. These
two edges, or partitions IG–FH and IF–GH, correspond to
two different types of phylogenetically informative sites. If
there are some violations, they might be caused by parallel
changes and gene conversions after recombinations.

(3) The node connected to the outgroup sequence should be the
ancestral sequence to the two parental sequences, and the
node opposing that should be the recombinant sequence.
etection of ancient recombinations through phylogenetic network analysis.
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Fig. 3. The phylogenetic network for extant sequences F–I of Fig. 1 and Table 1. See
text for a detailed explanation.

Table 2
Nucleotide sequences used in this study.a

(A) HIV1 vpu protein coding sequences (from De Candia et al. (2010))
Subtype A: AF143901
Subtype B (NL4-3): AF324493
Subtype F1 (BR020.1): AF005494
CRF12_BF: AF385936

(B) Influzenza A PA protein coding sequences (from He et al. (2009)):
A/Albany/6/58(H2N2): AY209992
A/duck/Guangxi/xa/2001(H5N1): DQ997517
A/chicken/Guangdong/4/00(H9N2): DQ064493
A/chicken/China/Guangxi 17/2000(H9N2): DQ485223

(C) Influzenza A PB protein coding sequences (from He et al. (2009)):
A/New_York/233/2000(H 1N1): CY002647
A/chicken/Jiangsu/ 1/00(H9N2): DQ064561
A/duck/Shanghai/ 13/2001(H5 N 1): AY585519
A/chicken/ China/ Guangxi1/2000(H9N2): DQ485205

(D) HTLV (from Strimmer and Moulton (2000))
L26585: L26585
L76050: L76050
L76045: L76045
D13784: D13784
L76054: L76054

(E) HLA (from Gu and Nei (1999))
HLA_A: NM_002116
HLA_B: NM_005514
HLA_C: NM_002117
HLA_B7301: AJ31601

a DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank International nucleotide sequence database accession
numbers are given after colons.
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The remaining two nodes of the rectangle are parental
sequences.

(4) Under the assumption of the approximate constancy of the
evolutionary rate, the edge connecting the ancestral
sequence and the outgroup sequence (edge A–I of Fig. 3) is
expected to be the longest, while that connecting the recom-
binant and its descendant sequence (edge D–H of Fig. 3)
should be the shortest. The two edges connecting parental
sequences and their descendants (edges J–F and K–G of
Fig. 3) should be longer than that involving the recombinant.

(5) Positions of nucleotide differences at two parent descendant
lineage sequences should be dominant with either upstream
or downstream positions, depending on the location of the
parental sequence in the recombinant sequence (see
Table 1). In Fig. 3, nucleotide positions on edge J–F should
be dominated by downstream sites like those for edge D–J
(or K–A), while that on edge K–G should be dominated by
upstream sites like those for edge D–K (or J–A).

If all the five characteristics are satisfied, we conclude that there
was a recombination in the past in that population. We can also
estimate the time of recombination based on the length of the edge
between recombinant and its descendant (edge D–H of Fig. 3).
Kitano et al. (2009) did not name this new method, and here we
would like to name this method as the phylogenetic network-
based recombination detection method, or PNarec.

The PNarec method proposed by Kitano et al. (2009) was still
under development. For example, selection of quartet sequences
(recombinant descendant lineage sequence, two parent descen-
dant lineage sequences, and the outgroup) was rather ad hoc. We
therefore would like to formulate the algorithm for the PNarec
method as follows. First, we need a set of sequences to be analyzed
with the prefixed outgroup sequence. We developed a PNarec pro-
gram, written in perl (see Supplementary file 1), and the input file
is an output of MISHIMA (Kryukov and Saitou, 2010). The following
is the algorithm of the PNarec method.

d Step A: Count numbers of singleton sites for each sequence of
the multiple alignment of all N sequences in question.

d Step B: Choose all possible three sequences out of N sequences,
and after adding the outgroup sequence, count the three types
of phylogenetically informative sites, corresponding to three
kinds of splits, for all quartet sequences.

d Step C: Choose quartets in which one of splits had no phyloge-
netically informative site.

d Step D: Examine the distribution of the remaining two phyloge-
netically informative sites for each quartet chosen at the last
step, and choose ones whose site distributions are compatible
Please cite this article in press as: Saitou, N., Kitano, T. The PNarec method for d
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with each other. Here, ‘‘compatible’’ means that the two phylo-
genetically informative sites of the two splits do not overlap,
and distribute to the upstream and downstream nucleotide
positions.

d Step E: If there is any quartet remained, choose the quartet
whose recombinant descendant lineage sequence candidate
has the smallest number of singleton sites. If there are equally
smallest cases, choose the quartet in which the two parent
descendant lineage sequence candidates have the largest sum
of the singleton sites. If there are quartets with equally largest
sums, choose one whose sum of two phylogenetically informa-
tive sites is the largest. Eliminate the recombinant descendant
lineage sequence included in the chosen quartet, then return
to Step E. Otherwise, stop the operation.

3. Applications

3.1. PNarec method for preassigned quartet sequences

We applied the PNarec method to five kinds of nucleotide se-
quence data, as listed in Table 2. Four of them are viral sequences,
and the last one is HLA. We first constructed a phylogenetic net-
work by using the Neighbor-Net method (Bryant and Moulton,
2004; Huson and Bryant, 2006) from a distance matrix, then using
that as guide, character-state type network was produced manu-
ally from multiple aligned sequence data.

The first example is HIV1 vpu protein coding sequences. It is
known that HIV sequences experience frequent recombinations
(e.g., Randaut et al., 2004). In particular, BF strains are known to
be recombinants (Carr et al., 2001). De Candia et al. (2010) com-
pared four HIV sequences including one BF strain sequence (see
Table 2A), and predicted the recombination at nucleotide positions
around 120–140 using the SimPlot v.3.5.1 program. Fig. 4A shows
the 10 phylogenetically informative nucleotide sites for the four
sequences, and Fig. 4B shows their phylogenetic network. Applica-
tion of the PNarec method confirmed that sequence CRF12_BF is
etection of ancient recombinations through phylogenetic network analysis.
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Fig. 4. Data analysis of four HIV sequences listed in Table 2A. (A) Nucleotide
sequence data for 10 phylogenetically informative sites. (B) The phylogenetic
network for the four HIV sequences. Numbers are edge lengths, and X and Y are
edges formed by mutually incompatible sites.
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descendant of the recombinant between ancestors of subtype B
(NL4-3) and subtype F1 (BR020.1), for all the five criteria listed in
the previous section were satisfied. However, sequence data shown
in Fig. 4A suggest that the recombination breakpoint was most
probably between nucleotide sites 223 and 224, in which the edge
assignment changed from X to Y (see Fig. 4B for the two edges).
Nucleotide site 241 was also assigned to edge X, but it can be con-
sidered as a result of a parallel substitution occurred after the
recombination.

The next two examples are both influenza A virus genes. He
et al. (2009) reported many avian flu strains which may be poten-
tial recombinants. They used a series of techniques, including the
Neighbor-Net method. We chose two quartet sets of PA and PB
protein coding sequences from He et al. (2009), as listed in Tables
2B and C, respectively. Their nucleotide configuration patterns are
shown in Table 3. Because the numbers of phylogenetically infor-
mative sites are much larger than that shown in Fig. 4A, an abbre-
viated notation was used in this table. The majority of sites were
one of two configurations, denoted as X or Y, and the minority
Table 3
Nucleotide configuration patterns of Influenza virus sequences.

Sequence name X1 1 X2
(A) Four Influenza A PA protein coding sequencesa

A/Albany/6/58(H2N2) � � �
A/duck/Guangxi/xa/2001(H5N1) + � +
A/chicken/Guangdong/4/00(H9N2) � + �
A/chicken/China/Guangxi17/2000(H9N2) + + +

Sequence name X1 1 X2 Y1

(B) Four Influenza A PB protein coding sequencesb

A/New_York/233/2000(H1N1) � � � �
A/chicken/Jiangsu/1/00(H9N2) + + + �
A/duck/Shanghai/13/2001(H5N1) � + � +
A/chicken/China/Guangxi1/2000(H9N2) + � + +

a Notes: X1: 32 sites (from site 69 to site 630), 1: site 642, X2: 24 sites (from site 759 t
(from site 1360 to site 1878): 31 sites, 4: site 1971, Y2: 8 sites (from site 1996 to site 2

b Notes: X1: 9 sites (from site 27 to site 387), 1: site 396, X2: 30 sites (from site 432 to
site 1680 to site 1722), 3: site 1728, Y3: 5 sites (from site 1734 to site 1815), 4: site 1816
site 2193).
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configurations within these majority ones are numbered. These
minority configurations were probably created with parallel
changes after recombinations. Recombination breakpoints are esti-
mated to be between sites 1333 and 1359 for the PA gene and be-
tween sites 1067 and 1085 for the PB gene. These locations are
very similar to those (1332 and 1066) estimated by He et al.
(2009). Fig. 5A and B are phylogenetic networks based on PA and
PB nucleotide sequences (see Table 2), respectively. The five crite-
ria for the PNarec method are again all satisfied in both networks,
and it is clear that A/chicken/China/Guangxi17/2000(H9N2) and A/
chicken/China/Guangxi1/2000(H9N2) are descendants of recombi-
nants. It should be noted that the both phylogenetic networks are
not two-dimensional but three-dimensional. However, the short-
est edges are most probably results of parallel changes, and essen-
tially the expected two-dimensional pattern shown in Fig. 3 was
observed.

The next example is the five sequence set of human T-cell leu-
kemia virus (HTLV) analyzed by Strimmer and Moulton (2000), as
listed in Table 2D. A phylogenetic network based on their distance
matrix produced by using the Neighbor-Net method is shown in
Fig. 6A. The 11 phylogenetically informative sites are shown in
Fig. 6B, and the phylogenetic network based on the multiply
aligned nucleotide sequences, including phylogenetically non-
informative sites, is shown in Fig. 6C. The topological relationship
is identical between the two phylogenetic networks, however, pro-
portions of edge lengths are slightly different.

If we ignore the sequence L76045, the two nucleotide sites 214
and 222 (designated as S and T at the last row) become singletons,
and the remaining four sequences satisfy the five criteria of the
PNarec method; sequence L76054 is the recombinant descendant
lineage sequence, sequence L26585 is the outgroup, and the
remaining two sequences (L76050 and D13784) are parent descen-
dant lineage sequences. However, Strimmer and Moulton (2000)
considered a node near the sequence L76050 as the most plausible
root, and three other sequences as descendants derived from that
root (see their Fig. 6 and result). Strimmer et al. (2001) reevaluated
these sequences using the ancestral recombination graph method,
and estimated that L76054 is the recombinant lineage sequence,
and recombination occurred between ancestors of sequences
L76050 and D13784, while locating L26585 as the outgroup. This
new explanation is the same as our conclusion obtained by apply-
ing the PNarec method. It clearly shows that we do not need com-
plicated methods to infer a recombination in the past. It should be
added that the recombination breakpoint is probably located be-
tween site 466 and 573 according to the sequence pattern shown
in Fig. 6B.
2 X3 3 Y1 4 Y2

� � � � � �
+ + + � + �
+ � + + � +
� + � + + +

2 Y2 3 Y3 4 Y4 5 Y5

� � � � � � � �
+ � � + + � + �
� + + � � + � +
+ + + + + + + +

o site 1098), 2: site 1158, X3: 12 sites (from site 1170 to site 1332), 3: site 1335, Y1
112).
site 1066), Y1: 20 sites (from site 1086 to site 1620), 2: site 1668, Y2: 4 sites (from

, Y4: 6 sites (from site 1839 to site 2031), 5: site 2061, Y5: 4 sites (from site 2073 to

etection of ancient recombinations through phylogenetic network analysis.
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Fig. 5. Phylogenetic networks of influenza virus genes. (A) The phylogenetic network for the four influenza PA gene sequences listed in Table 2B. (B) The phylogenetic
network for the four influenza PB gene sequences listed in Table 2C.
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Fig. 6. Data analysis of four HTLV sequences listed in Table 2D. (A) A distance matrix-based phylogenetic network. (B) Nucleotide sequence data for 11 phylogenetically
informative sites. ‘‘Edge’’ at the bottom shows classification of each nucleotide site in terms of nucleotide configuration, corresponding to particular edge. (C) The
phylogenetic network for the four HTLV sequences listed in Table 2D. X and Y correspond to edges X and Y in (B).
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The last example is from human genes. Gu and Nei (1999) con-
structed phylogenetic trees for many human MHC genes, and pro-
posed that allele HLA-B�7301 was generated by a interlocus
recombination between HLA B and HLA C alleles. We applied the
PNarec method to the four sequences shown in Table 2E; recombi-
nant HLA_B7301 sequence, representative HLA B and C alleles as
parental sequences, and one HLA A allele as the outgroup. Fig. 7A
lists the phylogenetically informative sites. They are classified into
three configurations corresponding to three edges. Fig. 7B is the
phylogenetic network for these four sequences. Although the edge
length (31) connected to one putative parental lineage (HLA_C)
was longer than that (17) for the putative recombinant lineage
(HLA_B7301) as expected, the edge length (13) for the another
Please cite this article in press as: Saitou, N., Kitano, T. The PNarec method for d
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putative parental lineage (HLA_B) was shorter. However, if we con-
sider the edge Z as produced by a parallel change occurred to the
phylogenetically noninformative partition mapped to the edge
connected to HLA_B, the short edge length becomes 15. In a similar
manner, 3 partitions (or edge) X after the supposed recombination
breakpoint (between site 748 and site 828) and 1 partition Y before
that point can be produced through parallel substitutions to some
phylogenetically noninformative partitions. If some of them hap-
pened on the edge connected to HLA_B, that edge length may be-
come similar or even slightly longer than that for HLA_B7301.

Unlike many existing methods for detecting recombinations, we
can estimate the time of recombination in the PNarec method. The
three edge lengths connected to the extant sequences excluding
etection of ancient recombinations through phylogenetic network analysis.
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Fig. 7. Data analysis of four HLA gene sequences listed in Table 2E. (A) Nucleotide sequence data for 24 phylogenetically informative sites. ‘‘Edge’’ at the bottom shows
classification of each nucleotide site in terms of nucleotide configuration, corresponding to particular edge. (B) The phylogenetic network for the four HL sequences. X–Z
correspond to edges X–Z in (A).
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the outgroup were simultaneously considered in their original
method, we propose a simpler method; to use only the edge length
going to the recombinant lineage. Under the assumption of the
constancy of the evolutionary rate, k, for the each situation, the
time of recombination, Tr, can be estimated by:

Tr ¼ d=k; ð1Þ

where d is the evolutionary distance given as the number of nucle-
otide substitutions.

Table 4 shows the number (dS) of synonymous substitutions
per site, the evolutionary rate (k) for each situation, and estimated
time of recombination with lower and upper limits, corresponding
to 1 S.E. of dS values. Hanada et al.’s (2004) estimates on the syn-
onymous rates were used for HIV, influenza virus, and HTLV, while
the evolutionary rate estimated by Piontkivska and Nei (2003) was
used for HLA. The recombination time for the vpu gene of HIV was
estimated to be 7.7 years, but it was based on only 4 nucleotide
differences, and the lower and upper limits are 0.0 years and
15.4 years, respectively. However, even this rough estimate may
be able to give some biological significance. The times of recombi-
nations for the two influenza virus protein genes were both around
1 year, consistent with the rapid change of strains of this virus. In
contrast, the synonymous substitution rate of the HTLV was
Table 4
Estimation of recombination times for five data.

Gene dS (+SE) Rate (Ref.)a Ti

PA of Influenza A 0.00434+0.00307 6.84E�03 (1) 0.
PB2 of Influenza A 0.00770+0.00386 6.84E�03 (1) 0.
vpu of HIV1 0.01827+0.01832 2.38E�03 (1) 0.
HTLV 0.00825+0.00584 5.20E�06 (1) 46
HLA 0.01770+0.00407 1.60E�09 (2) 8.

a 1: Hanada et al. (2004), 2: Piontkivska and Nei (2003).
b a: Lower limit, b: estimated time, c: upper limit (in years, except for HLA in MYA: m
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estimated to be �1,000 times lower than influenza virus or HIV
(Hanada et al., 2004), and accordingly, the time of recombination
was estimated to be more than 1,000 years ago. The rate of synon-
ymous substitutions for the human gene is much slower than that
for HTLVs, and the time of the inter-locus recombination between
an HLA_B and HLA_C allele was estimated to occur around 11 mil-
lion years ago, before the divergence of humans, chimpanzees, and
gorillas. This estimate is compatible with that of Abi-Rached et al.
(2011) who estimated this interlocus recombination timing before
the speciation of human, chimpanzee, and gorilla (see their
Fig. 1B).

3.2. PNarec method for a set of sequences

Let us apply the PNarec algorithm to the sequence data deter-
mined and analyzed by Kitano et al. (2009). We developed a pro-
gram written in perl based on the algorithm given in Theory
section. Because it is better if the outgroup sequence is closely re-
lated to the population or species in question, we chose one se-
quence, SI-2, of siamang (Symphalangus syndactylus) from Fig. 1
of Kitano et al. (2009), and confined our search among sequences
of the two more closely related gibbon species, agile gibbon (Hylo-
bates agilis) and white-handed gibbon (Hylobates lar). We chose six
me of recombination in year (a–b–c)b

2 0.6 1.1
6 1.1 1.7
0 7.7 15.4
3 1587 2710

5 MYA 11.1 MYA 13.6 MYA

illion years ago).
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Table 5
Multiple alignment of six sequences.

Notes: Seven sequence names are from Kitano et al. (2009). When nucleotide of a sequence is identical with that of the outgroup sequence (SI-2), a dot is given. S values are
number of singletons.
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sequences which are representatives of 6 clusters defined in the
phylogenetic network constructed by Kitano et al. (2009); (see
their Fig. 2). The multiple alignment of these six sequences are
shown in Table 5.

The result of step A of the new algorithm is shown as S values of
Table 5. Because there are 6 sequences to be compared, there are
20 (=6C3) trios, and all of them are examined for number of three
phylogenetically informative configurations for four sequences
(the selected trio and the outgroup) at step B. We choose quartets
in which one of splits had no phylogenetically informative site at
step C, and 9 quartets were selected. The distribution of the
remaining two phylogenetically informative sites were examined
to be compatible or not at step D, and six quartets are left for three
sequences as the recombinant descendant sequences; sequences 2,
3, and 4. These three sequences are sequentially chosen at step E in
the order of sequence 4 (WH-5), sequence 2 (AG-1), and sequence
3 (WH-6) in a recursive way. The perl program, example input file,
and output file are in Supplementary material.

The order of three recombinations from recent to ancient times
is slightly different from that obtained by Kitano et al. (2009); (see
their Fig. 5). Because we used a siamang sequence (SI-2) as the out-
group in this example, we could not detect the more ancient fourth
and fifth recombinations discovered by Kitano et al. (2009), who
used the human ABO A allele sequence as the outgroup.
4. Discussion

We definitely need more study to further strengthen the utility
of the PNarec method. First of all, this method should be compared
with the existing methods on recombination detection using com-
puter simulations. Secondly, a statistical test should be introduced
to the PNarec method. In this regard, Gauthier and Lapointe (2007)
study on hybridization may be helpful. Although recombination
and hybridization are biologically different, they have a similar
mathematical framework, and they indeed used a quartet method
with statistical test.

Another problem of the current PNarec algorithm is its simplis-
tic nature. Quartets in which one of splits had no phylogenetically
informative site are chosen at step C. However, we saw that all the
three informative splits contained some sites for influenza A virus
sequences (Fig. 5) and for HLA sequences (Fig. 7). Another too-
stringent condition is step D in which consistency between two
phylogenetically informative sites are required. We saw some
Please cite this article in press as: Saitou, N., Kitano, T. The PNarec method for d
Mol. Phylogenet. Evol. (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ympev.2012.09.015
inconsistent patterns in viral sequences. In fact, if we use the hu-
man ABO A allele sequence as the outgroup following Kitano
et al. (2009), only two sequences (4 and 5) are selected (data not
shown), because some parallel changes eliminated quartets includ-
ing authentic recombinant descendant sequences. Therefore, it is
clear that we have to devise a more sophisticated algorithm to han-
dle such cases.
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